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• Elizabeth met Jennifer on the way to school while Jennifer was sitting in a tree. How 
did you meet your friends? Do you think this unusual meeting tells us something 
about what their friendship will be like? 

• Jennifer often seems magical throughout this book because she know information 
that she hasn’t been told such as Elizabeth’s name when they first meet, or the type 
of cookies in the brown bag. Do you think she really uses magic to figure these things 
out? Is there any other way for her to know this information?

• Elizabeth is impressed when she notices that Jennifer doesn’t use the words “please” 
or “thank you” when she talks. Elizabeth says, “I thought that ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ 
made conversation prettier, just as bows and lace make a dress prettier.”  Do you agree 
that “please” and “thank you” are just words that “dress up” our conversation, or are 
they important in some way?

• What do you think about Jennifer’s trick-or-treating plan? Does it seem dishonest in 
some way or just very clever?

• Elizabeth says that Jennifer probably knows everything about her, but she know 
almost nothing about Jennifer. Why do you think Jennifer is so secretive about her 
life? Is it possible to be friends with someone who doesn’t share any information with 
you?

• Several times in this book, Jennifer and Elizabeth get frustrated with one another and 
even get in a big fight. Can you give an example of them disagreeing and do you think 
they work out this disagreement in a way that is helpful?

• Do you think you’d be able to eat all the foods that Elizabeth has to as an apprentice 
witch? Do you think Jennifer had a specific purpose in any of the foods she assigns for 
Elizabeth to eat? Which ones?

• Why do you think no one but Elizabeth notices how smart Jennifer is? Do you think 
she is hiding her intelligence on purpose? If so, why would she do that?

• Why does Jennifer not want to name their toad? Does this 
foreshadow anything later in the book?

• Do you think Jennifer was ever really going to drop Hilary Ezra, 
the toad, into their flying ointment? Why or why not?

• Is it important that Jennifer and Elizabeth finally are able to 
laugh together at the end of the book? Is the ability to laugh 
together necessary for friendship? 
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